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Do you work with young people
aged 4-18 who have English as an
Additional Language (EAL) need?
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We are looking for referrals on to BCAT’s
Lottery Funded project that will assist school age
children deal with emotional trauma and language
development.
Open to:
PRIMARY, SECONDARY AND SPECIAL SCHOOLS,
PUPIL REFERRAL UNITS, BVS
COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONS WORKING WITH
YOUNG IMMIGRANT CHILDREN
STARTS SEPTEMBER 1 2018
Free arts therapies
Free English language
tutoring
12 week programme
talktobcat@gmail.com
0121 440 8273
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Welcome...
to our special lottery version of arts speak!
You may be wondering why the Big Lottery Fund logo is making a
splash on our front cover this month?
We are delighted to announce that after 18 months of hard work,
piloting and consultation, we were finally awarded a Reaching
Communities grant of £269,600 over three years to deliver our:
SUPPORTING ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE (EAL)
/ DELIVERING ARTS IN HEALTH (AIH) project.
This was absolutely wonderful news and on behalf of BCAT I would
like to thank the BLF for supporting such a needed and worthwhile
project.
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Disclaimer:Whilst BCAT welcomes sponsorship from
external organisations, the act of accepting sponsorship
implies neither support for the product or cause and
does not necessary represent the views of BCAT.

You will be able to read more about this in the magazine but I
would just like to thank all those involved: the young children
taking part in the pilot; the schools; our community partners; our
therapists and language tutors, and our very own staff here at
BCAT who worked tirelessly to make this a success. The harder
work now begins when the project will launch on 1 September!
In other news we are delighted to be working with Birmingham
South Libraries and other partners in delivering a whole array
of summer projects for young people mostly based around the
Summer Reading Challenge and funded by the Hendon Trust play
scheme. We are also very much looking forward to working with
Barnardos, providing arts workshops to the young people over at
the Nechells Centre.
It was a delight to meet everybody at the Autism Show in June what a great experience that was! So many organisations doing
wonderful things for the sector.
Dr Angela Fenwick
BCAT Director and Consultant Music Therapist
BCAT The Friends Institute, 220 Moseley Road, Highgate, Birmingham B12 0DG
t: 0121 440 8273 e:talktobcat@gmail.com www.bcat.info
Registered Charity Number: 1051578 Company Limited by Guarantee: No: 5347772
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Free arts club for ages 5-12
Come and join us for 6 weeks of
art, dance, drama, music and games

KINGS NORTON LIBRARY
from Saturday 6 October
10.30pm to 12.30pm
Open to all children of all abilities
Register at reception
or call 0121 464 0703/464 1532
for details

www.bcat.info
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The Big Lottery Fund helps us in

Supporting English as an Additional Language (EAL) and
Delivering Arts in Health ( AIH)
by Richard Mole, Project Manager

EAL (English as an additional
language) is one of the growing
issues faced in our communities.
Young people who come into the
country for whatever reason, are
disadvantaged in communicating within
their environments especially if their
first language is not English. With the
isolation this brings, there is also the
effect of trauma caused from moving
from one country to another. This can
have a significant effect on mental
health, social skills and confidence.

It was through conversations
with a number of teachers at a
dinner table that the idea for
this BCAT project originated.
Anyone who knows a teacher
knows they never stop talking
about their work whether through
passion for the job or through
being overworked and over
analysed. Thankfully I know a
lot of passionate teachers who
work wonders under very tough
circumstances.
It was a conversation regarding
EAL students that really struck a
nerve with me. I was listening to
heartbreaking stories of young
immigrant students who were
squeezed into an education
system and expected to adapt,
focus and ‘carry on’ in a very
practical way without any thought
given to the emotional welfare of
students.
This was no fault of hard pressed
schools who remain underfunded
and unable to offer the one to
emotional support needed for
pupils who speak very little to
no English, because there are so
many more pupils in a classroom
needing attention. It was
apparent that given the nature of
BCAT work, something could be
developed that was filling a need
for EAL students.
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And so began our 18 month pilot of discovery, research and testing. We applied for an Awards for
All grant of approx £9k which we received, and had another grant awarded for £10k from the Evan
Cornish Foundation. BCAT undertook a series of conversations with community professionals, schools,
immigration/ refugee and community networks, and it was established that there was a distinct lack of
practical support available focussing on EAL and mental health needs - especially those children within
the school system. One such group - The Eastern European Centre since folded due to lack of funding
- told us how traumatic and isolated their members are in society, particularly the young who wanted to
engage but did not feel they can.
A number of schools were approached through social media and the response was overwhelming, so
much so that we had to turn some schools away from the pilot - one school wanting to refer 60 pupils!
Feedback from an assistant principal in one school stated that ‘schools are facing increased challenges
with new arrivals in to certain communities. There is no current provision, only advisory services available
to tackle EAL and the projects aim will provide a practical opportunity to provide additional resources
that deal with the very difficult transition into what can be an alien environment’.

Further research indicated EAL need...

DoE School Census, 2017
‘More than 1.5 million pupils (18%) recorded on the schools census are with EAL need. 5.3% were ‘new to
English’. 10.5% as ‘early acquisition’.
20.6% of primary school pupils are exposed to a language other than English in their home. A rise of
0.5% since 2006. 16.2% of secondary pupils.’
Birmingham City Council Education Report, 2016
‘At Key Stage 4 children with EAL need...are significantly behind other EAL children nationally.
EAL pupils were 7 points below non EAL pupils on the Good Level of Development (GLD) analysis.
The gap in performance between those with EAL and Non EAL has increased slightly in the last year.
The proportion of EAL attaining the expected standard was well below the national average for all
subjects.’
The key focus of this project became ‘communication’. It is such an important factor in people’s lives.
Without being able to communicate with our surroundings, we are unable to integrate, learn and grow
with our communities. BCAT’s pilot of ‘Supporting EAL’ used professional arts therapists and language
tutor’s to provide early intervention to help young immigrant children deal with their emotional state
and develop confidence, communication and socialisation skills, so they were in a better place
to move forward in the wider community.

And so our aims became:
•

•
•
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To plan and implement a programme of arts
therapies for children which would enable them
to express and understand their feelings and
emotions in a secure environment in which they
could relate to, and trust, the therapist conducting
the sessions.
To provide one to one or group English classes in
order for identified pupils to grasp better the basics
of English language
By so doing, to be able to integrate better into their
new environment and be able to contribute to it, as they
gain in self-confidence, understanding and stability.

Pilot STATS
No of Beneficiaries

29

Total number of arts/ language
sessions delivered

261 hours
Gender

18 males		
11 females
Age range

0-5			0
6-10		 12
11-15		 11
16-19		 6
Format

13 121 sessions
4 groups
Ethnicities of beneficiaries

Arabic			
Sudanese
Iranian		
Syrian
Roma Gypsy		
Bangladesh
Eastern European
Pakistani
Eritrean		
Romanian
Polish			
French
Somali			
Indian
Afghan

Our therapists and language tutors were working with young people
who had truly been through difficult times and were feeling the
effect of being isolated from their surroundings. Case studies on
abuse, mental illness, silent crying, behaviour issues and withdrawal
began to materialise. It was therefore satisfying that after analysis
and evaluation the project was alleviating some of these issues.
One school reporting that ‘Some students were making really good
progress, I would rather a small number of vulnerable students benefit
significantly than a large group...All of the students have made good
progress with their language acquisition...I think most crucially these
are vulnerable students who lack confidence and this programme
enriched their day and in almost all cases increased their confidence.’
With solid learning and development behind us, we felt we were
finally in a position to apply for a bigger grant. The Reaching
Communities grant ran by the Big Lottery Fund seemed the most
relevant to us. Not only was the grant about delivering grassroots
community work, but it is also one of the most approachable funders
who take a genuine interest in developing projects that put ‘People
in the Lead’ - funding projects that are not run by the usual big
charity players so we encourage all smaller charitable organisations to
approach them and start a conversation.
We are expecting our project to naturally evolve over the three years
we have funding. Since we developed our initial structure we factored
in ongoing support/ signposting and involvement in our arts in health
community work. This would see EAL students and their families
having the opportunity to get involved with arts based groups in their
communities. We are prepared to adapt and change according to
the needs of the people we are working with. It is going to be a huge
challenge, but with ongoing direction from our steering group we are
ready for it!
We would like to thank all the schools, our community partners and
BCAT staff who contributed to this project. Most importantly a big
thank you to all the young people who have come to this country
seeking a better life. We hope that involvement in this project will
allow you to build better and brighter futures for you and your
families.
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STEP ON docks!
A 12 week cruise sounds wonderful in reality! Unfortunately we could only afford
to take our fantastic STEP ON HIGHGATE family on a virtual cruise this year but it was well worth the visit!
Over 12 weeks we visited Poland, South Africa, Italy Brazil, France, Ireland, China,
Mexico, Greenland, Spain, America and India. We have had a great time learning about
different cultures through talks and quizzes, learning some basic language, producing
some fantastic art that is now adorning the corridors of BCAT, worked with clay, cake
decorating and tasting some local cuisine - some not so good!
Thank you to all facilitators, invited guests, Lottery Fund Staff and Amanda
Cucosomy for running the choir.
We are so looking forward to working with Kings Norton and Frankley libraries on 3
and 6 September to deliver our next sessions of STEP ON, bringing the groups to new
participants and communities. We would love to see you there!
This will be followed by BCAT STARZ in Kings Norton starting from Saturday 6
October. Both STEP ON and BCAT STARZ will return to Northfield library in
January 2019.
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News in brief
Lottery funding
As you may have gathered, BCAT was awarded a
Big Lottery Fund grant of £269,500 over 3 years.
This funding will mark a significant investment in to BCAT - not
only to deliver a much needed project for young people with EAL
needs through therapies and language support and deliver arts
in health work out in the community, but also the funding allows
for us to invest in building our capabilities as an organisation with
investment in things such as IT and training.
Richard Mole, Project Manager states ‘This really is such an
achievement for BCAT project work that will make a huge difference to
the lives of young immigrant children through therapies and language
development. Not only can we deliver the EAL project, but we also
have allocated funding to offer free arts in health workshops in the
community. We are very excited to get stuck in and begin this journey.”
Trustee Resigns
We are very sad to say goodbye to one of our trustees. Abika has
been a trustee at BCAT for over 18 months and we wish her the
very best in her future plans.
BCAT Training sessions
Please note our next round of training takes place in November
2018.
BASIC LEVEL 1 safeguarding training sessions cover Safeguarding
Vulnerable Adults, Safeguarding Vulnerable Children a brief look at
Mental Health First Aid.
GDPR
ARTS IN HEALTH
Arts Therapists registered with BCAT can attend for £45. Other
arts therapists are welcome to attend at £120. If you are a
volunteer with BCAT please contact lizbcat@gmail.com to book
your place as this is a fundamental part of our VDP.
Certificates will be awarded after completion of the course.

Visit by our Patron
Lord Hunt
It was wonderful to have Lord
Hunt visit BCAT’s offices on
Friday 27 July.
Lord Hunt has had many roles in
parliament including Shadow MP
for Arts and Culture and Health
and has been a patron of BCAT
for many years.
Lord Hunt was very
complimentary on the progress
made over the last few years
and the professionalism of staff.
The National Autism
show
The National Autism Show on
21-22 June at the NEC was a
fantastic experience for BCAT.
Over the two days we delivered
10 workshops, allowing
participants to experience
arts therapies sessions. All our
workshops were full and it was
great to see a whole host of
people taking part - adults and
children.
We were rushed off our feet on
the stand and came away with an
array of queries to follow up.
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Corporate volunteering
days
It was great to be able to offer
staff at the Big Lottery Fund the
opportunity to devise and run
their own sessions as part of our
STEP ON HIGHGATE group.
Over 3 weeks, the Central
Support Team pulled together
sessions on Africa, France and
Poland using collage, clay and
cake decorating for activities.
Everyone enjoyed the sessions
immensely and we would like to
say a big thank you for all the
hard work that was put in to
create the sessions.
Opportunities such as these
allow staff to gain hands on
voluntary experience of actual
work in the community. If your
organisation is looking for
community experience then
please do get in touch with
Richard richardbcat@gmail.com
to discuss how we can provide
work experience for your teams.
Volunteer Fair at BVSC
Although we could not find
our stand, Nimra, Ana and Temi
did a great job at the BVSC
Volunteering fair pulling together
what they could to represent
BCAT!
Who better to run a volunteer
stand than those who volunteer!
It was reported that the stand
was very busy so great job all!
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Supervision sessions
It is a rare occasion that we get
volunteers and facilitators together as
everyone is so busy outside of BCAT. So
monthly supervision is a great opportunity to
meet and network with colleagues - all part of
our Volunteer Development Programme.
Summer Reading Challenge begins
We have a very busy summer ahead delivering more than 45
sessions across Birmingham libraries and other organisations.
Thanks to a grant from the Hendon Trust this has allowed us
to deliver a number of play schemes based around the Summer
Reading Challenge theme of ‘Mischief Makers’.
The Summer Reading Challenge has been part of BCAT’s
community work for a number of years now and this year is
even bigger than ever thanks to the grant we received. Apart
from delivering sessions throughout 9 libraries, we will also
deliver summer sessions for Barnardos and Balsall Heath CATS.

Businesses joining the Mental Health Awareness
debate
Thankfully there has been a large increase within the business
community taking part in the wider Mental Heath debate. The
#timetotalk campaign has been a tremendous success and has
received national coverage over recent times.
BCAT has been delivering a variety of workshops to corporate
organisations as part of their mental health awareness weeks.
Liz who delivered a recent workshop comments ‘I really enjoyed
delivering a Mental Health Awareness talk and workshop today at
MEDIACOM in Birmingham, to represent BCAT. It’s so good to see
people open to discussing the benefits of creativity and physical activity
to maintain a balanced life as well as pushing through the stigma of
Mental Health and how it affects everybody.’
If your organisation would like us to run a workshop for your staff
please contact talktobcat@gmail.com

New IT systems to come
As part of the lottery funding we
were able to apply for Building
Capabilities funding.
Like most small organisations,
BCAT have been running off
an old system for a number of
years. Most importantly these
systems do not comply with
current GDPR regulations so
thankfully we will bow be able
to update our systems using
the some of the funding that
will mean all our systems will
be secure. This will mean that
we will also be changing our
email systems to a more secure
provider.

25th Anniversary plans
If you would be interested in joining the planning committee to
support our 25th Anniversary plans then please do get in touch.
We are devising a programme of educational, celebratory and free
workshops over the next year to celebrate so we need your help
and ideas. In particular we are looking for volunteers to help at the
Charity Gala in November.
Liz is leading on this so please contact Liz at
lizbcat@gmail.com if you would like to get involved.
Lois achieves great things on work experience
We would like to say a huge thank you to school work experience
placement, 15 year old Lois who spent a week with BCAT
and designed the award for the forthcoming BCAT
awards.
Lois was an absolute star and participated in
community groups, as well as helping with admin.
We wish you the very best Lois, and thanks for the
fantastic BCAT award that will form part of the BCAT
gala next year.
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Facilitators & Volunteers

Some of our fantastic facilitators and volunteers
currently on our Volunteer Development Programme
(VDP)
Rob Cavagio, music facilitator
‘I’ve enjoyed my teaching experience representing BCAT thus far. Each session I have done I have learnt to keep an
open mind and be flexible in my approach.
I have sessions that ranged from 2-4 clients to 10 and I am certain that those attended have enjoyed contributing
to the world of music.’
Faye Burrows, all round facilitator
‘The Mischief Makers reading challenge has been such a fantastic
opportunity for children to become more enthused in reading by
using the arts as a way of exploring stories in an engaging, fun
and imaginative way. The two sessions I have facilitated so far
have been a huge success with the children. There was alot of fun
and laughter when we took on the Art Attack session in the first
week, with the children using there imagination to create robots
and rat burgers. The second session was lovely to see in such a
short space of time, how quickly the children had become more
confident at expressing there ideas. This worked perfectly when
creating and acting out our own stories, inspired by The Magic
Faraway Tree.’

Here is volunteer Luke assistng one of the children from a
Mischief Maker summer workshop. Luke will be one of the
facilitators at the Northfield Film Club at Northfield library
13-18 August.
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Volunteer Development Programme (VDP)
Outreach Development

Facilitators

- sourcing new organisations and
community groups for BCAT to work with
for workshops and volunteer placements

- experienced in arts based
community work and are
able to deliver arts sessions

Volunteers
The info bods!
•

for those seeking
information on arts
therapies, study courses
and BCAT work
One off contact

• paid work delivering
sessions on behalf
of BCAT out in the
community

- enter the Volunteer
Development Programme
(VDP)
• safeguarding checks
• shadowing of facilitated
sessions
• free training in
safeguarding and AIH
• discounted BCAT courses once confident
move on to
• offers of engagement
paid
facilitator
at other organisation
opportunities
projects
• engagement in planning
and delivering sessions
• monitoring, career
support and guidance
• experience in social
events and fundraising

Information Evening
Volunteer Pack issued
Resources Sheet issued

If you have an interest in how the arts can improve our
communities health and well-being - get in touch!
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Fundraising
Fundraising events enable BCAT to raise money for
projects, therapies and core costs
BCAT community events
& festivals
We are currently taking a
summer break from fundraising
but will be back in September
1 at the Sea Scouts Car Boot,
Sutton Coldfield.
A big thank you to facilitator
Jimmy Kirk’s mom, Mrs Kirk for
raising £30 for BCAT at a recent
fayre.
Thank you to Birmingham
University’s students drama
organisation for donating
£153.40.
Also to Erin for helping out at
the Car Boot sale at St Mary’s
Car Boot Sale in which we raised
a respectable £64.
Our trial of our new Take Your
Pick game has been going well
at car boots - making something
different to our normal Tombola.
Every win gets a prize sometimes a booby prize but the
kids just love it!
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We would love to support your
fundraising, health and well-being festival/
event.
Please contact Richard Mole
richardbcat@gmail.com

the

big total:

6 may baby brody
fundraiser
£34.50
17 May Royal Tea
Party
£127.50
27 Jun Bham University
Drama Club donation
£153.40
30 Jun St Marys Car
Boot

£721.90
Raised so far
2018-2019

BCAT PICTURE GALLERY

Clockwise from top left: Summer Mischief Maker workshop at Kingstanding library;
Patrick assisting at a workshop in Weoley Castle; Face Mask art from STEP ON; Some
of the children from workshops for Mischief Makers at Birmingham libraries;Terry leads
a dance therapy session at the Autism Show
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BCAT’s design service
DO YOU NEED A GRAPHIC DESIGNER OR LOOKING FOR
COMMUNITY ART PROJECTS?

WE CAN HELP YOU
HELP US!
We understand that paying for graphic designers can often cut into
budgets. For a very competitive rate, we can supply our own fully
qualified graphic designer to assist you with any of your graphic
design needs.
Our graphic designer has over 10 years experience and has
worked on a variety of CVS and corporate projects.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LOGOS
ADVERTISEMENTS
BRANDING
BROCHURE DESIGN
FLYER DESIGN
EVENT POSTERS
SIGNAGE
NEWSLETTERS
COMMISSIONS
TYPOGRAPHY
MURIEL’S
STREET ART
EXHIBITION STAND DESIGN
ILLUSTRATION
PHOTOGRAPHY
WEB DESIGN

YOU CAN BE ASSURED THAT ALL MONIES RAISED
WILL BE HELPING BCAT PROVIDE ITS SERVICES
AND COMMUNITY PROJECTS.

CALL US ON:
t: 0121 472 8890
e: talktobcat@gmail.com
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Events and courses
BCAT provide educational courses to promote
further involvement in arts therapies/ arts in health
Our foundation courses are
designed to give you a taster
and further information, and an
understanding on working in arts
therapies/ arts in health before
you commit to studying for
qualifications or changing career.
Courses are also designed to
give a deeper understanding
on how arts therapies/ arts in
health techniques can be applied
to your day to day work.

To register log on to
http://www.bcat.info/
events--courses.html
‘I really enjoyed the Intro to DMP,
the teacher was up beat, positive
and contained a lovely learning
atmosphere.’
Tara, student on
Introduction to Dance
Movement Therapy Spring
2017 course

Introduction to Drama
Therapy
from Monday 1 October 2018
3 weeks
£40 for 3 sessions
Art Experiential

from Wednesday 3 October
2018
10 weeks
£335
Music Experiential
Thursday 4 October 2018
10 weeks
£325
Introduction to
Dance Movement
Psychotherapy

from Monday 5 November 2018
2 weeks
£40
Arts in Health training
from Monday 26 November
2018
2 weeks
£15 for 2 weeks
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Corporate training
days

Our interactive training days are designed to educate,
experience and inform on the techniques that therapists use in
each discipline to address their clients needs.
These techniques can be used in any situation that requires a
greater understanding of how the arts enhances behaviour and
performance.
half day
9.30 Welcome
9.35 Introduction to arts therapies
10.00 Experiential session 1
11.00 Refreshment break
11.15 Experiential session 2
12.15 Plenary discussion
12.30 Close
full day
9.30 Welcome
9.35 Introduction to arts therapies
10.00 Experiential session 1
11.00 Refreshment break
11.15 Session 2
12.15 Lunch
1.30 Experiential session 3
2.30 Comfort break
2.40 Session 4
3.40 Plenary discussion
4.40 Close
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BCAT are able to host these
training days in our own
fully equipped studios or
in the comfort of your own
workspace.
Any combination of the
disciplines - art, dance, drama
and music - can be selected
for the half day session, or,
if you are looking to run a
half day session only, it is
possible to arrange for the 4
experiential sessions to run
concurrently.

Rates
half day £475
with 2 experiential sessions
half day £675
with 4 experiential sessions
full day £675
with 4 experiential sessions

Structure,
Governance and
Management
What is BCAT?

The Birmingham Centre for Arts Therapies (BCAT)
was set up in 1993 to provide an accessible arts
therapies service throughout the Midlands. Arts
therapists work with both children and adults who
have a wide range of needs, such as those arising
from emotional, behavioural or mental health
problems and effects of stress and trauma.
BCAT allows people the chance to explore these
difficulties, no matter what they may be, in a safe
environment with a registered therapist who has
been trained to offer support or encouragement.
for those needing assistance
• arts therapies sessions with a professional
registered therapist
• subsidised arts therapies sessions if BCAT
funding available
• free arts in health sessions with experienced
arts professionals
for referral agencies
• arts therapists to assist your organisation with
clients suffering from any form of behavioural,
emotional, social or mental health issue
• one to one or group sessions
• arts in health session leaders
for students and volunteers
• a resource centre, library and teaching
establishment for the training, education and
support of professionals and carers
• volunteer staff development programme,
including regular professional supervision
• events and training courses for all those
interested in arts therapies and arts in health
We are always in need of funding and looking for
volunteers.

Patrons			
Prof. George Caird FRSA 		
			
Lord Hunt of Kings Heath 		
			
Prof. Dhruva Mistry
			
Sir Simon Rattle CBE
			Rudolph Walker
Trustees
Lloyd Anthony
			Dr. Jane Clarke
			Peter Cornell
			Christiaan van den Broek
Treasurer		
Peter Cornell
Director
Dr. Angela Fenwick
Project Manager
Richard Mole
Volunteers/ PA 		
Elizabeth Beech
Finance			Mark Driver
Heads of therapies
			Julie Buxton (Art)
			Gordon Thornett (Music)
			
Terry Brathwaite (Dance Movement)
			Mandy Gutsell (Drama)
			Denise Barrett (Play)
			
Board of Management Members include the above and:
Services User Representatives - Margaret Candlish; Philip
King; Tiur Sitompul; Auroa Buia; Christine Wadeley;
Rita Sullivan; Bob Powell (IT Advisor and Webmaster)
Therapists: 		
Sharon Jukes; Lucy Vines ; Gillian
Mathews; Berni Stringer; Denise Thorne; Dr Clive Holmwood;
Zara Dawn; Rozeena Sujjad; Mandy Gutsell; Alex Lowman;
Amelia Sommers; Paul Ricketts; Philip Lea; Rochelle Gray;
Gill Horne; Darron Hama; Jessica Timmis; Elizabeth Snape;
Kate Briscoe; Natasha Angell; Rachel Dove; Alyson Kavanagh;
Denzil Peart; Hannah Mcilveen; Simone Heyland; Debbie
Munden; Cara-Louise Cramp; Mhari Baxter; Ann-Marie Hall;
Jacqueline Marlow; Jorine Beck; Michela Reghellin; Naomi
Reid; Kelly Truscott; Anna Fazzi; Sarah Reah; Clancy Williams;
Carlence Parnell
AIH facilitators
Kia Wynn, Halima Meddings, Sarah
Dyble, Matt Nunn, Rob Carvalho, Janika Naomi, Temi Olowo,
Jodie Lawrence, James Kirk, Faye Burrows
Volunteers		
Diviya Pankhania, Elise White,
Eshmit Kaur, Chrissie Hewitt, Deb Amory, Celia Houghton,
Anna O’Brien, Anita Roye, Eshmit Kaur, Helen Fisher, Izzy
Riches, Jaime Shuttleworth, Jinhee Oh, Katie Travell, Kayleigh
Kennedy, Kayleigh Lawrence, Kim Roberts, Laura Small, Lee
Hamblett, Liang Zhen, Louise Stanley, Luke Salanda, Nina
Campbell, Nina Ishbel, Rukhsana Kousar, Rumona Khurshid,
Sajina Kaur, Sarah Harris, Ana Lau Neve, Sarah Trett, Sophie
Dewhurst, Stephanie Lam, Suzanne Kwadjosse, Svetlina
Vasileva

We would like to thank all those who have donated,
funded and supported us in 2018 so far.
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Our offices are located near the city centre
2 minutes walk from Joseph Chamberlain College
1 minute from Highgate Fire Station
On the 50 bus route - Moseley Road stop
Limited parking available

find us on Facebook and Twitter
#mailbcat

Contact
Birmingham Centre for Arts Therapies (BCAT)
The Friends Institute
220 Moseley Road
Highgate
Birmingham
B12 0DG
t: 0121 440 8273
e: talktobcat@gmail.com
www.bcat.info
Registered Charity No. 1051578
Company Limited by Guarantee No. 5347772
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